
RWC PREDICTOR
As we eagerly await the start of the Rugby World Cup on 8th September and our first game on the 10th,
we thought we could inject a little friendly competitiveness into the World Cup and came up with a
prediction game, very similar to the well-known on-line SUPERBRU prediction game.
Below is a short introduction on how it will work. It is very simple and you don't have to be a Nick Mallet
or a Rassie Erasmus to play or to do well. It’s a lot of fun, adds some edge and ‘gees’

HOW IT WORKS?
A prediction sheet will be issued per
player on which predictions are made
per match. Submit your predictions at
reception or by email.  You don't need to
predict all outcomes at once, as long as
you get the pick for each game in by the
start of play or as communicated for
games over weekends. 

The outcome of the game. "Who you think
will win."
By “what margin” the team will 
in by or zero if you predicting a draw. 

HOW DO I PREDICT?
This is very simple. All you need to predict
is: 

5  POINTS for a correct winner predicted.
3 POINTS for a winning margin of 5 points
or less of the prediction.
1 POINT for a winning margin of 10 points of
the prediction.
 1 BONUS POINT for an exact prediction.

HOW DOES THE SCORING WORK?
Points will be allocated to each player as
follows:

RESULTS
Each week will be seen as a 'Round' and an
update will be shared on the Monday after
each round. The Player with the highest
score for the round will be announced as the
'Player Of The Round'. 
Should there be a tie at the end of the
tournament, the player who has won the
most "Player Of The Round" awards will be
announced as the Overall Winner.

If you are interested in participating please contact me or reception directly to collect an Entry form
and a game prediction sheet. 
An entry fee of R50 per player will be charged which can be also paid at reception, this will go
towards buying prizes and an informal ‘get-together’
Results will be displayed on a notice boards at our “Bok Corner” at the large TV area, and by
WhatsApp - please indicate on the Entry form if you would like to be part of the WhatsApp group.
This will only be to update results and an administrated group.
An overall Evergreen and a 'Best in the Village' player will be announced after the World Cup final,
28 October 2023.



       I would like to receive world cup predictor updates
and related RWC news that will help me with predictions
through an administered WhatsApp group. 

RWC PREDICTOR

ENTRY FORM
NAME & SURNAME:

NICKNAME:

VILLAGE:

EMAIL ADDRESS:

MOBILE NUMBER:

YES NO

All entry forms including R50 entry fee must be submitted to
Reception by WEDNESDAY 6 September 

I understand all the rules of the tournament. I understand
that late submissions will be considered and points for
the match in question will be forfeited. 

SIGNATURE


